
CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Sensor Testing

The experiment on the sensors that will be used on this project are sound

sensor DFR-0034, temperature sensor DHT22 and proximity sensor to count the

number of people using computer laboratorium

2.Device Designing and Developing

Creating the design of sensor placement to acquire the noise levelin the

laboratorium  using  sound  sensor  to  measure  the  temperature  level  using

temperature sensor DHT22, proximity sensor to count the number of people using

the laboratorium to get the number of people using the laboratorium, and the data

then stored into the database using ESP8266 WIFI Module

3. Programing

Combine  program then  upload  it  into  Arduino  Unousing  Arduino  IDE

software to run the applied sensors.

4. Create Database and Sending the Data Into Database

Makeing  database  design  to  store  the  noise  level,  laboratorium

temperature, and number of students using the laboratorium into database using

ESP8266 WIFI Module, and stored data can be used to count the average value of

sound noise level in the laboratorium.

5.Data Collecting

 The device that has been installed in the computer laboratorium then used

for data collecting of room temperature, sound noise level, the number of students

using computer laboratorium, and then the data is stored into database.
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6.   Data Analyzing

Analyzing the stored data of sound noise level in the database and convert

it to decibell using algorithm to get its average value, then the data is displayed on

the website.

7.   Final project report

Create  Report  for  this  project  by  collecting  journal  related  projects,

collecting all the data obtained from the experiment until the final result for the

input into the final report. Final report from this project consisting of 6 chapters

and included photos from this project.  
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